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Studies in parts of Europe, New Zealand, and North America indicate uptake of

anticoagulant rodenticides (ARs) by predatory mammals to be widespread and

common, with proximity to urban and agricultural areas being an important

driver of exposure. Yet, little is known regarding the patterns and drivers of AR

exposure in predatory mammals within more forest-dominated landscapes.

Across the forest-dominated northeastern United States (US), a region

spanning Pennsylvania to Maine, we tested livers from 597 fisher (Pekania

pennanti) obtained from the legal harvest for 11 anticoagulant rodenticide

compounds. We used kriging to determine potential hot zones (within or

among states) and used regression models to test agricultural land use,

developed landscapes, and protected areas as potential drivers of exposure

patterns. We detected 8 AR compounds, with 78.6% of sampled individuals

testing positive for ≥1 compound. The highest rate of exposure was observed

in New Hampshire and Vermont at 93.3 and 100.0% and the lowest in Maine at

52.8%. The majority of individuals (55.3%) tested positive for 2-6 different

compounds rather than a single compound (23.3%) or none (21.4%), indicating

repeated and chronic levels of exposure among fisher. Spatial interpolation

revealed a hot region of exposure spanning southern New Hampshire,

Vermont, and southeastern New York. Regression models indicated the

proportion of wildland-urban intermix (low density buildings within a largely

forest-dominated landscape) as a consistent and strong predictor of AR

exposure, with marginal and inconsistent relationships observed between AR

exposure and the amount of agricultural land use, and with no apparent benefit
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conferred by protected areas in the region. Given that northeastern states

support the highest rural human population density in the nation, with

individual homes interspersed throughout a forested matrix, residential use of

ARs is implicated as potentially themain driver of exposure for forest carnivores in

this region. However, surveillance of a broader suite of species, and greater

knowledge of AR use in commercial forestry operations, will be necessary to

understand the generality of our observations.
KEYWORDS
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1 Introduction

Rodents have been recognized as a threat to human health and

livelihoods for millennia (Van den Brink et al., 2018). Our defense

arsenal includes physical methods (e.g., traps, barriers), biological/

cultural remediation (e.g., sanitation, habitat manipulation,

resistant plants, house cats), and chemical methods (e.g., toxic

baits, fumigants, repellents). In both commercial and private

applications, use of toxic compounds is a primary choice because

they can remain potent for long deployment periods and a single

bait station can dose numerous individuals (compared to a snap

trap that can catch only one animal at a time before needing to be

rebaited and reset). The most popular toxic compounds are

anticoagulant rodenticides (ARs; Eisemann et al., 2018), which

interfere with blood clotting ability (specifically the vitamin-K

mediated synthesis of blood clotting factors in the liver) and

render animals that have ingested ARs vulnerable over time to

fatal hemorrhage precipitated by minor trauma, exertion, or other

factors (Stone et al., 2003; Rattner and Mastrota, 2017). The various

AR compounds on the market include first-generation ARs

(FGARs; developed in the 1950s) and, developed in response to

resistance by target pest populations, second-generation ARs

(SGARs; developed in the mid-1970s; Pelz et al., 2005; Jacob and

Buckle, 2017). Being more acutely toxic than FGARs, SGARs

require only a single feeding to deliver a lethal dose

(Vandenbroucke et al., 2008; Rattner and Mastrota, 2017).

Whereas in the US, SGARs are restricted to professional or

agricultural applicators (US Environmental Protection Agency,

2008, summarized by Eisemann et al., 2018), FGARs remain

widely available to the public (Supplementary Table 1). In terms

of deployment, ARs are sold as powders or pellets that may be

placed directly in rodent burrows or as durable paste (block) form

or soft pouch placed in water-proof bait stations that can be used

inside and outside of buildings. The ubiquity of ARs in the modern

pest control industry stems from their efficacy, ease of acquisition

and application, and lack of accumulation of carcasses in unwanted

places (Jacob and Buckle, 2017).

Importantly, ARs (both FGARs and SGARs) act the same

whether consumed directly by ingesting bait or indirectly by
02
predating or scavenging an AR-laden individual (i.e., relay

toxicosis; Orsted et al., 1998). Altered behavioral patterns of AR-

laden lab rats, such as shifted diurnal patterns and use of areas away

from cover, indicate that ARs may predispose toxic rodents to

predation in the wild (Cox and Smith, 1992). Despite regulations

designed to protect children, pets, and non-target wildlife from

exposure, detection of ARs in predators and scavengers has proven

alarmingly widespread where it has been investigated (McMillin

et al., 2008; Gabriel et al., 2012; Serieys et al., 2015; Ruiz-Suárez

et al., 2016; Elmeros et al., 2018; Lohr, 2018; Wiens et al., 2019;

Murray, 2020; Badry et al., 2021; Cooke et al., 2022). For example, in

California 83-96% of tested black bear (Ursus americanus), bobcat

(Lynx rufus) and fisher (Pekania pennanti) showed evidence of ≥1

AR in their tissue, most having been exposed to 2-5 different

compounds (Riley et al., 2003; Riley et al., 2007; Gabriel et al.,

2012; Serieys et al., 2015; McMillin et al., 2018). As commercial

products contain a single AR compound (US Environmental

Protection Agency, 2008), residues of ≥1 compound would

indicate different exposure events and, by extension, repeated or

chronic levels of exposure. All ARs, but especially SGARs, pose

substantive risks to non-target wildlife given chronic exposure

(Jacob and Buckle, 2017; Rattner and Mastrota, 2017) and long

elimination half-lives (taking up to hundreds of days to metabolize

from the liver; Vandenbroucke et al., 2008). In addition to directly

causing mortality through coagulopathy, the sublethal effects of AR

exposure include increased susceptibility to parasites and disease,

decreased litter size, and increased newborn death (Robinson et al.,

2005; Lemus et al., 2011; Rady et al., 2013; Serieys et al., 2015).

Although public concern over the high prevalence of ARs in non-

target wildlife may be escalating, there remains a lack of comparably

effective alternatives for protecting human health and livelihoods

from the risks posed by rodents (Rattner et al., 2014; Quinn et al.,

2019). As such, greater insight is needed regarding the factors that

drive AR exposure in wild carnivores to balance human safety more

effectively with healthy wildlife populations.

Rates of AR exposure in predators and scavengers has been

observed to increase in proximity to urbanization or agricultural

landscapes in a variety of locations including Germany (Geduhn

et al., 2015; Badry et al., 2021), northeastern Spain, (López-Perea
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et al., 2019), and California (Nogeire et al., 2015; Hofstadter et al.,

2021). Indeed, areas of higher human population density tend to

result in higher levels of AR use due in part to the greater need for

rodent control, and in part to widespread non-compliance with

regulations in public applications, such as outdoor use of indoor-

only products and placement of ARs further from buildings than

regulations stipulate (Bartos et al., 2011; Tosh et al., 2011). Given a

relative paucity of studies focused on AR spillover to mammalian

carnivores, it remains unknown the degree to which previous

observations might be generalized to other landscape contexts.

But given that toxic prey tend to occur close to the site of

outdoor AR application (Tosh et al., 2012; Geduhn et al., 2014;

Walther et al., 2020) spatial clustering of AR-laden predators should

point to pathways for exposure and, by extension, mitigation.

This study focuses on the northeastern United States, which

ranks among the top states in the nation in terms of both forest

cover, ranging from 58.6% of PA to 89.5% of ME (Vogt and Smith,

2017), and rural human population densities, ranging from 9.6 to

26.8 people/km2 from rural ME to rural PA (Demographia.com,

2000). This high amount of forested area coupled with high human

presence could put forest carnivores at elevated risk for AR

exposure compared to more agrarian or arid landscape contexts.

Within this forest-dominated region, we focus on fisher as a model

species for studying AR exposure in mesocarnivores. Fisher are

widespread across the region, occupy a wide gradient of landscape

conditions from forest interiors to peri-urban and agricultural

landscapes (Lewis et al., 2012; Jensen and Humphries, 2019), have

a diet dependent largely upon rodent prey (McNeil et al., 2017), and

have been shown to be vulnerable to AR exposure in both the

western and eastern US portions of their range (Gabriel et al., 2012;

Thompson et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2017; Buckley et al., 2023).

Our objectives were to: 1) compare the types and prevalence of ARs

ingested by fisher across a multistate region, 2) interpolate patterns

of AR exposure to delineate hot zones within and among states

given different landscape contexts and potential cultures with

respect to AR use, and 3) test the local effects of agricultural land

uses (López-Perea et al., 2019; Badry et al., 2022), human

developments (Lohr, 2018; Hofstadter et al., 2021), and protected

areas (Martinuzzi et al., 2013; US Geological Survey and Gap

Analysis Project, 2022) on AR exposure rates. Given the high

rural population density overlapping fisher habitat, we expected

public application of ARs to be a more dominant force of AR

exposure than professional or commercial applications, which

should be evident in the prevalence of FGARs relative to SGARs.

We further expected SGARs to exhibit greater association with

agricultural landscapes and human population centers given

regulations that restrict their ability to licensed pest control

specialists or agricultural settings. We further anticipated a

gradient in overall AR exposure that would increase along a

northeast to southwest axis of states corresponding to increasing

human population densities and decreasing forest cover (the latter

consistent with increasing agricultural intensity). Lastly, we

anticipated decreased uptake of ARs by fisher in and around

protected areas. With the goal of illuminating pathways of AR
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 03
exposure, this research should help inform educational campaigns

and management actions to better mitigate the risks to forest

carnivores imposed by ARs.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Sample collection

To collect a ‘snapshot’ of AR exposure in the standing live

population, we acquired liver samples from fisher largely as a by-

product of the regulated fall harvest (N=569) with additional

samples collected from routine carcass submissions to wildlife

health labs (N=28). As states were sampling fisher regardless of

our research, our collection of samples was exempt from

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee review. Livers were

collected from fishers across Pennsylvania (PA; N=44 harvest

samples, years 2020–2022; N=23 incidental carcasses), New York

(NY; N=338, 2018–20), Vermont (VT; N=71, 2018–19 and 2021–

22), New Hampshire (NH; N=15, 2019), and Maine (ME; N=101

harvest samples, 2020; N=5 incidental carcasses). We pooled

harvested and opportunistically collected samples to maximize

spatial coverage and sample size, but compared AR exposure

rates between harvested and opportunistically collected samples

in PA using a test of equal proportions with a = 0.05 to identify

potential biases in opportunistically collected carcass samples.

Whereas we requested samples across the full range of

environmental conditions fisher were exposed to, sample

locations were limited to areas open to fisher harvest where both

fishers and participating trappers were available. State agency

biologists requested fisher carcasses from licensed trappers and

provided frozen liver samples for this study.

All liver samples were sent to the Pennsylvania Animal Diagnostic

Laboratory System (New Bolton Center in Kennett Square, PA) and

screened for 11 AR compounds (Vudathala et al., 2010): four SGARs

(brodifacoum, bromadiolone, difenacoum, and difethialone) and seven

FGARs (chlorophacinone, coumachlor, coumafuryl, dicoumarol,

diphacinone, pindone, and warfarin). All four SGARs and three

FGARs (chlorophacinone, diphacinone, and warfarin) are currently

labelled for use in the US by the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA; US Environmental Protection Agency, 2008). The other

compounds may still be detected should stockpiles of these

compounds remain available for use given their long shelf life. We

note that two of these compounds have potential sources other than

direct use for rodent control. Warfarin is used as a medicinal blood

thinner for people that can be found at low levels in urban and hospital

wastewater (Santos et al., 2013; Regnery et al., 2020), while dicoumarol

can be produced naturally in moldy yellow sweet clover (Melilotus

officinalis; Hroboňová et al., 2018). Therefore we take caution when

interpreting the point source of contamination by either of these

compounds should they be prevalent.

For a given compound we recorded concentration in mg/kg

when levels met or exceeded the method detection limit (MDL), else

exposure was recorded as ‘trace.’ Trace detections are treated as
frontiersin.org
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positive detections, recognizing their presence in amounts below the

quantifiable MDL. Based on the liquid chromatography mass

spectrometry method used to quantify AR concentrations, the

MDLs for our 11 compounds of interest were 0.010 mg/kg for

brodifacoum and difenacoum, 0.025 mg/kg for bromadiolone, 0.050

mg/kg for chlorophacinone, difethialone, and diphacinone, and

0.100 mg/kg for coumachlor, coumafuryl, dicoumarol, pindone,

and warfarin.

Measured AR concentration (Supplementary Table 1) was not

used as a response variable in the analyses to follow because many

factors affect concentrations, including time since ingestion and

individual differences in metabolic rates. As a result, observed

concentration levels do not reliably reflect the animal’s initial

dose of ARs or consequent health effects of exposure

(Vandenbroucke et al., 2008; Rattner and Mastrota, 2017).

Following Van den Brink et al. (2018), we instead measured AR

exposure in two ways. First, at the individual level we classified

samples as positive (binary response variable) when ≥1 AR was

detected in at least trace levels, and we summarized the percent of

the population testing positive for ≥1 compound at the state and

regional level. Second, we quantified the number of different

compounds detected within a given individual (ordinal response

variable), assuming each new compound to represent a different

exposure event. Using both the binary and ordinal response

variables we investigated broad-scale patterns in AR exposure via

sample interpolation and tested finer-scale drivers of exposure using

regression methods as described in the sections to follow.
2.2 Broad-scale patterns of AR exposure

We mapped broad-scale patterns in AR exposure by first

summarizing exposure rates by state and second by kriging each

of our two response variables from the initial sample locations.

Kriging predicts values at unsampled locations based on the pattern

of spatial autocorrelation among samples, and better accounts for

uncertainty in exact sampling locations and values compared to

other interpolation methods (Krige, 1966). Importantly, the finest

resolution reported for fisher samples was the township, which

varied in shape and ranged in size from 2.24–1254.98 km2. To

account for uncertainty in the precise location of a sampled fisher,

and by extension the potential spatial drivers of AR exposure, we

adapted multiple imputation techniques (Schafer, 1999). Our

approach involved iteratively simulating missing data (in this case

the geographic coordinate of sample location within its assigned

township) to create plausible realizations of complete data, fitting

models to each replicate of completed data, and combining

inference across the multiple iterations to bracket uncertainty. For

our purposes, we chose 10 random imputations for each sample to

balance computing demands with the need to capture sufficient

variation in spatial pattern (Spratt et al., 2010). We then ran the

kriging analysis separately for each of the 10 imputed datasets and

averaged the resulting outputs. Spatial data were managed within

ArcMap V.10.8 (ESRI, 2011) and QGIS V.3.22 (QGIS Development

Team, 2021).
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We conducted kriging using a grid cell size of 30 km2, which

approximates the largest home range sizes reported for fishers in the

region (Arthur et al., 1989; P. Jensen, NY DEC, unpub. data). This

analysis was conducted first for fisher exposure to at least one AR

compound (1 = exposed to any compound at trace level or higher,

0 = no compounds detected) and then for the total number of

compounds an individual was exposed to (ranging from zero to six).

We log-transformed the number of AR compounds to ensure

predictions were ≥0 and, following the kriging prediction, back-

transformed values to their original scale using the bias correction

approach proposed by Laurent (1963; Yamamoto, 2007). Kriging

analysis and transformation were performed in program R V.4.2.2

(R Core Team, 2022) using the gstat package (Pebesma, 2004;

Gräler et al., 2016).
2.3 Fine-scale drivers of AR exposure

The same imputed datasets and dependent variables as

described above were used to investigate fine-scale drivers of AR

exposure. Here, we related individual samples to variables

representing alternative potential routes of exposure, specifically:

(1) agricultural land use, (2) human development, and (3)

protected areas.

2.3.1 Variable selection process
Given uncertainty with respect to the appropriate variable to

use to represent each driver, and the spatial scale over which drivers

influenced AR exposure, we first screened variables using a model

selection process to choose the most informative variable(s) to

represent each driver in global exposure models. We calculated

three variables representing agricultural land use based on the 2019

National Land Cover Database (NLCD; Dewitz and US Geological

Survey, 2021). In the area surrounding each sample location we

calculated the percent cover of pasture, percent cover of row crops,

and percent cover of pasture and row crops combined.

To best capture spillover toxicity from application of ARs

deployed near buildings, our measure of developed landscapes

focused on 30-m resolution wildland-urban interface (WUI)

maps of the conterminous US (Carlson et al., 2022). WUI data

are divided into “intermix”, representing low density structures

interspersed in an area covered by ≥50% wildland vegetation, and

“interface” where structures are next to wildland areas and show a

clear divide between them. Vegetated wildland includes

undeveloped forest, wetland, shrubland, or grassland as delineated

in the 2016 NCLD, and in the Northeast wildland predominantly

reflects forest cover (Peach et al., 2019). Carlson et al. (2022) defined

an area as interface, intermix, or non-WUI based on thresholds of

building and wildland density calculated within radii of 100- or 500-

m (Supplementary Material). We calculated percent cover of

interface, percent cover of intermix, and percent cover of

interface and intermix combined, each measured using the 100-

or 500-m radii. Further, we calculated the count of building

centroids around each sample location based on the Microsoft

building footprints layer (Bing Maps Team, 2018; Heris et al., 2020).
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Lastly, we extracted the boundaries and metadata on protected

areas from the Protected Areas Database of the United States

(PADUS; US Geological Survey and Gap Analysis Project, 2022).

We calculated the percentage of area around each sample location

having the highest levels of protection (GAP codes 1 and 2)

separately from that covered by protected areas where land is

protected from conversion but extractive uses such as logging are

allowed (GAP code 3). This is the only driver category where we

included two rather than a single variable to represent the category.

Uncertainty further existed in the spatial scale over which

landscape variables may influence AR exposure. Based on

reported fisher home range sizes (Arthur et al., 1989), we

calculated percent cover of each variable within 15-, 30-, and 60-

km2 buffers. To identify the most informative variable and scale

within each category of landscape driver, we conducted a multi-

scale modeling approach (Leblond et al., 2011; Jensen and

Humphries, 2019) using Akaike’s information criterion corrected

for small sample sizes (AICc; Burnham and Anderson, 2002). To

capture the full range of potential variable values we pooled all 10

iterated locations for each sample, included a random effect of

sample ID to account for sample replication, and fit univariate

models for each variable at each buffer size. Considering that

intermediate values of WUI and agricultural variables may best

correspond to optimal fisher habitat (Kordosky et al., 2021), we

tested for nonlinearity in these variables by including quadratic

terms. All modeling was performed in program R V.4.2.2 (R Core

Team, 2022).

For binary response variables, we fit logistic mixed-effects

models using the package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015). For the count

of AR compounds, we identified under dispersion by initially fitting

a null mixed-effects model using the Poisson error distribution (ĉ =

0.03). Under-dispersion could be due to our sample selection

process, which aimed to maximize spatial coverage and

potentially led to a more uniform, rather than random, sample.

Under-dispersion also could be due to the nature of the response

variable, which ranged from zero to six compounds detected per
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 05
individual. 74.1% of tested fisher livers contained zero to two AR

compounds, leading to lower variance than would be expected for a

Poisson distribution. To handle under dispersion in the analyses to

follow, we fit under-dispersed mixed-effects models with a Conway-

Maxwell-Poisson error distribution in the package glmmTMB

(Brooks et al., 2017; Sellers and Premeaux, 2021). All landscape

variables were centered and standardized using their standard

deviation before modeling.

2.3.2 Global models of AR exposure
After identifying the most informative variable and scale within

each category of landscape driver (agricultural land use, human

development, and protected areas), we fit global models to each of

the 10 imputed datasets to estimate final parameter values for each

potential driver. When fitting each global model, we included a

random effect of state to account for broad-scale spatial correlation.

Ultimately, we averaged parameter estimates across the iterations

and random effect levels. To interpret variable importance, we

calculated the 95% confidence interval (CI) for final coefficient

estimates using their summed standard errors divided by 10 (the

number of iterations). A variable was considered statistically

significant when the resulting 95% CI did not contain zero. We

also calculated odds (for exposure models) and rate ratios (for

number of compounds) by exponentiating averaged beta

parameters. Ultimately, we used the final models to produce

spatially-explicit predictions for the probability of fisher exposure

to any AR compound, and to a specific number of compounds,

across the northeastern US.
3 Results

Pooling data across states we detected ≥1 AR compound in

78.6% of sampled fishers (N=597 samples; Table 1). Of the 11

compounds tested for, fisher exhibited at least trace levels of eight—

all four SGARs (brodifacoum, bromadiolone, difenacoum, and
TABLE 1 Summary of tests for 11 anticoagulant rodenticides in 597 fishers collected as part of the legal harvest in the northeastern United States
from 2018-2022.

Number of compounds detected
Total tests (N) and percentage of state total

PA NY VT NH ME Total

0 21 31.4% 56 16.6% 1 6.7% 50 47.2% 128 21.5%

1 24 35.8% 77 22.8% 7 9.9% 2 13.3% 29 27.4% 139 23.3%

2 9 13.4% 121 35.8% 18 25.3% 2 13.3% 22 20.8% 172 28.8%

3 8 11.9% 65 19.2% 27 38.0% 5 33.3% 4 3.8% 109 18.3%

4 3 4.5% 15 4.4% 11 15.5% 4 26.7% 1 0.9% 34 5.7%

5 2 3.0% 4 1.2% 7 9.9% 1 6.7% 14 2.4%

6 1 1.4% 1 0.0%

2 – 6 22 32.8% 205 60.6% 64 90.1% 12 80.0% 27 25.4% 325 55.2%

Total tests 67 100% 338 100% 71 100% 15 100% 106 100% 597 100%
frontie
The total number of tests per state is shown as well as the number of compounds detected in each state, including both trace and quantifiable detections. The percentage indicates the percentage
of the state total, except for the last column which shows the overall percentage of tests with that number of compounds detected.
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difethialone) and four FGARs (chlorophacinone, dicoumarol,

diphacinone, and warfarin). The majority (55.3%) of fishers tested

positive for more than one compound. The highest number of

compounds detected in one individual was six (Table 1). Of the

1,022 AR detections (i.e., the sum of individual detections of each

compound), 527 (51.6%) were detected at trace levels while 495

(48.4%) were present in quantifiable concentrations (Figure 1A). Of

the 160 fishers exhibiting ARs in trace levels only, 96 (60%) tested

positive for only a single compound while the rest had 2-4

compounds present. Diphacinone, a FGAR, was the most

frequently detected compound (384fishers, 64.3% of all tested),

followed by two SGARs: brodifacoum (321 fishers, 53.8%) and

bromadiolone (167 fishers, 28.0%). Overall, 57.6% of diphacinone

detections (N=221), 35.2% of brodifacoum detections (N=113), and

37.7% of bromadiolone detections (N=63) were present at

trace levels.
3.1 Broad-scale pattern of AR exposure

Diphacinone was the most prevalent compound detected in all

states except ME where overall detection levels were lowest and

brodifacoum was more common (Figure 1B). Outside of ME,

brodifacoum was the second most common compound detected

across states. Bromadiolone was the third most common compound

across the region, with its prevalence highest in NH (Figure 1B).

States differed in the overall number of compounds detected (lowest

in ME, highest in NY; Figure 2A) and in the percentage of the

sampled fisher population exposed to at least one compound

(lowest in ME at 52.8%, highest in NH and VT at 93.3–

100%; Figure 2B).

In PA we included samples from harvested fisher as well as

opportunistic samples of which 14 (61%) were killed by vehicle

collision and the rest had either unknown causes of death or were

killed by gunshot. All tests from PA were included in subsequent
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analysis, as the proportion of fishers testing positive for ≥1 AR was

not significantly different (c2 = 0.155, df=1, P=0.69) between

trapped (66%, N=44) and opportunistically collected fishers

(74%, N=23).

Kriging predictions for our two response variables, averaged

across the 10 imputed datasets, indicated spatial autocorrelation in

AR exposure that extended over a range of ~750 km and revealed a

hot zone spanning southern NH, southern VT and southeastern NY

(Figure 3). Spatial autocorrelation explained ~37–40% of the total

variation, leaving unexplained ~60% of the variation that may be

due to finer-scale spatial processes.
3.2 Fine-scale drivers of AR exposure

3.2.1 Binary exposure models
3.2.1.1 Selection of variables for inclusion in
global models

We first screened alternative variables representing our three

hypothesized drivers of AR exposure (agricultural land use, human

development, and protected areas). Given high model selection

uncertainty, we retained the top ranked variable within each

category for inclusion in our global model (see Supplementary

Material for model selection details). To represent agricultural land

use, we retained percent cropland at the 60 km2 scale (percent

cropland at 30 km2 ranked second), although equal AIC weight was

prescribed to cropland, pasture, or both combined at the 15-, 30,

and 60-km2 scales (Supplementary Table 2). To represent human

development, percent cover of intermix, interface, or both

combined were prescribed equal AIC weight at all 3 scales, while

models including solely interface or building density were

consistently ranked lower (Supplementary Table 3). The top

ranked variable selected for inclusion in our global model was

percent intermix (100-m grid cell) quantified within the 60-km2

buffer. Lastly, to represent protected areas we opted to include
BA

FIGURE 1

Summary of anticoagulant rodenticides (AR) in 597 fisher livers collected in the northeastern United States, 2018–2022. Count of AR detections
(N=1,010) by compound with trace (gray bars) versus quantifiable levels (black bars) (A), and the percent of fishers testing positive for individual AR
compounds in in each state: Pennsylvania (PA), New York (NY), Vermont (VT), New Hampshire (NH), and Maine (ME) (B), with first-generation ARs
(FGARs) in shades of brown, and second-generation ARs (SGARs) in shades of green. Two detections of the FGAR warfarin, both in NY, were not
included for clarity.
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percent cover of highly protected areas separately from percent

cover of moderately protected areas, each measured at the 60-km2

scale (Supplementary Table 4).

FGAR and SGAR compounds may be used primarily by public

versus pest control and agricultural professionals, respectively,

pointing to different routes of wildlife exposure and different

avenues for potential mitigation. As such, we re-ran variable

selection procedures to independently consider exposure to each

of the top three compounds (diphacinone, brodifacoum, and

bromadiolone) detected within fisher. When considering

agricultural routes of exposure to diphacinone (a FGAR),

the proportion of pasture at the 60-km2 ranked highest

(Supplementary Table 5) whereas the proportion cropland at the
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60-km2 scale ranked highest for exposure to the two SGARs

brodifacoum (Supplementary Table 6) and bromadiolone

(Supplementary Table 7). To represent human development,

percentage intermix at the 60-km2 scale was retained for

inclusion in our global model for all three ARs, with the variable

derived at the 500-m grid cell size for diphacinone and at the 100-m

cell size for the two SGARs (Supplementary Tables 8–10). And

again, for protected areas, we separately retained proportion of

high-protected areas versus proportion of moderately protected

areas at the 60-km2 scale for each of the three ARs (Supplementary

Tables 11–13).

All selected variables were included in our binary models as

linear rather than nonlinear effects.
FIGURE 3

Averaged kriging predictions for the probability of fisher exposure to at least one anticoagulant rodenticide (AR) compound (A) and the predicted
number of compounds detected per fisher (B) based on 597 fisher livers collected in the northeastern United States from 2018–2022. One of 10
imputed sets of sample locations underlying these maps (black dots), state boundaries, and map inserts of one example semivariogram used to make
kriging reductions.
FIGURE 2

Number of anticoagulant rodenticide compounds detected in 597 fisher livers collected across the northeastern United States from 2018–2022 (A)
and percentage of sampled fishers exposed to at least one compound (B) by state.
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3.2.1.2 Global models predicting AR exposure
(binary outcome)

Only WUI exhibited a positive and statistically significant effect

on the probability of overall AR exposure, a pattern that remained

consistent when predicting exposure to each of the top three AR

compounds alone (Table 2; Figure 4A). The odds of AR exposure,

overall or individually to brodifacoum and bromadiolone, increased

by 1.4–1.9 times, while exposure to diphacinone increased 1.1 times,

given each 10% increase in percent cover of intermix. Unexpectedly,

percent agricultural cover was not a significant predictor of overall

exposure or exposure to diphacinone, with high associated

uncertainty (Table 2; Figure 4A). However, modeling exposure to

specific AR compounds revealed stronger trends towards decreased

exposure to the SGARs bromadiolone and brodifacoum with

increasing amounts of agricultural land use (Table 2; Figure 4A).

Lastly, percentage of moderately or highly protected areas indicated
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statistically non-significant trends with overall AR exposure

(Table 2). Spatially-explicit predictions of overall AR exposure

were therefore driven by the prevalence of wildland-urban

intermix and showed high probability of exposure (> 0.80) across

the region (Figure 5A).

3.2.2 Count of compounds models
3.2.2.1 Selection of variables for inclusion in
global models

We followed the same variable selection process as described

for the binary response models. To represent agricultural land use

in our global model we retained the percentage of all agriculture

(row crops + pasture) at the 30 km2 scale, which exhibited no

model selection uncertainty (Supplementary Table 14). Likewise,

there was no model selection uncertainty when selecting

proportion intermix (100m grid cell, 15-km2 scale) to represent
TABLE 2 Summary of the averaged global model comparing fisher exposure to at least one anticoagulant rodenticide (AR), and to diphacinone,
brodifacoum, or bromadiolone alone to four categories of landscape variables, including the final variable type and scale used in the models, average

parameter estimates (�b), and 95% confidence intervals (CI).

AR Compound
Type

Variable Category Variable type and scale used in models �b

95% CI

Lower bounds
Upper
Bounds

Exposure,
any compound

Intercept 1.92 0.44 3.39

Agriculture Crops, 60 km2 -0.03 -0.24 0.17

Wildland-urban interface Intermix, 100 m, 60 km2 0.34 0.05 0.63

Highly protected areas 60 km2 0.13 -0.11 0.36

Moderately
protected areas

60 km2 0.05
-0.17 0.27

Diphacinone exposure

Intercept 0.85 -0.33 2.03

Agriculture Pasture, 60 km2 0.10 -0.12 0.33

Wildland-urban interface Intermix, 500 m, 60 km2 0.27 0.02 0.53

Highly protected areas 60 km2 0.18 -0.06 0.41

Moderately
protected areas

60 km2 0.11
-0.11 0.33

Brodifacoum exposure

Intercept 0.18 -0.53 0.90

Agriculture Crops, 60 km2 -0.17 -0.37 0.03

Wildland-urban interface Intermix, 100 m, 60 km2 0.21 0.00 0.43

Highly protected areas 60 km2 0.07 -0.12 0.26

Moderately
protected areas

60 km2 -0.06
-0.26 0.14

Bromadiolone exposure

Intercept -1.04 -1.67 -0.41

Agriculture Crops, 60 km2 -0.22 -0.49 0.05

Wildland-urban interface Intermix, 100 m, 60 km2 0.36 0.13 0.58

Highly protected areas 30 km2 -0.10 -0.33 0.14

Moderately
protected areas

60 km2 -0.02
-0.25 0.20
The model was fit to 10 imputations of potential test locations within the town of harvest, with covariates assigned to each imputed location to account for uncertainty in exact harvest location.
Each model included a random effect for state, the standard deviation of which ranged from 1.48–1.56 for overall exposure, 1.23–1.32 for diphacinone, 0.71–0.79 for brodifacoum, and 0.57–0.71
for bromadiolone across the 10 imputations.
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human development (Supplementary Table 15). Lastly, we

retained the proportion of highly protected areas, and separately

the proportion of moderately protected areas, quantified at the 60-

km2 scale (Supplementary Table 16).
3.2.2.2 Global models predicting AR exposure (number
of compounds)

As with the binary exposure model, wildland-urban-intermix

exhibited a positive and statistically significant association with the

number of AR compounds fisher were exposed to (Table 3;

Figure 4B). With an incident rate ratio of 1.15, the number of

compounds detected per fisher was predicted to increase by 15%

with each 10% increase in intermix cover. Agricultural landcover

and percent cover of protected areas exhibited no significant

relationship with the number of compounds detected (Table 3;

Figure 4B). As for overall exposure, spatially-explicit predictions for

the number of compounds were driven by the prevalence of WUI

(Figure 5B), the distribution of which largely explains the hot zone

revealed in our kriging analysis and predicted exposure to ≥ 1

compound per fisher across the region.
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4 Discussion

Consistent with studies of fisher and other mesocarnivores on the

west coast of the U.S. (Gabriel et al., 2012; Serieys et al., 2015; Ruiz-

Suárez et al., 2016), we observed high rates of exposure to ≥1 AR

compound in fishers across the northeastern U.S, with rates ranging

52.8-94.4% depending upon state and 77.9% overall. Although Maine

exhibited the lowest rates of AR exposure, our expectation of increasing

AR exposure along the southwesterly axis of increasing population

density by state was not realized. Instead, we revealed a hot zone of AR

exposure in fisher spanning southern NH, southern VT, and

southeastern NY—the region encompassing the higher population

densities that emanate outward from large metropolitan centers rather

than falling along state lines. This hot zone corresponded most directly

with higher proportions of wildland-urban-intermix, the single most

important driver of AR exposure in this region and one that we consider

in more depth later. Fisher have recently expanded their range into

more human-impacted landscapes following long-term reforestation

trends across this region, which apparently comes at a cost in terms of

exposure to environmental toxins such as ARs.
B

A

FIGURE 4

Averaged marginal effects of landscape variables from 10 imputed test locations on probability of exposure to any rodenticide (black line), to
diphacinone (red line), to brodifacoum (blue line), and to bromadiolone (dark green line) (A) and number of compounds detected (B) in 597 fisher
livers collected in the northeastern United States from 2018–2022. All variables were calculated in a 60-km2 buffer except for wildland-urban
intermix for number of compounds models, which was calculated in a 15-km2 buffer. Predictions were based on 10 iterations of the global model.
Predictions were also averaged across each level of the random effect for state.
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Also consistent with previous studies, the majority of fisher in our

study exhibited traces of 2-6 different compounds in their system,

indicative of multiple exposure events and the potential for chronic,

repeated exposure over time. Three compounds, one FGAR

(diphacinone; available off-the-shelf for homeowners) and two

SGARs (brodifacoum and bromadiolone; restricted by the US EPA

to use by commercial pest control and agricultural agents), were the

most prevalent in every state—being detected in 63, 53, and 28% of

fisher, respectively. Studies of fishers and bobcats in California

(Gabriel et al., 2012; Serieys et al., 2015), fishers in Alberta

(Thomas et al., 2017), and American mink in Scotland (Ruiz-

Suárez et al., 2016) each reported regular detection of brodifacoum

and bromadiolone. However, our frequent detection of diphacinone

proved unusual as Ruiz-Suárez et al. (2016) and Thomas et al. (2017)

failed to detect diphacinone at all, and Gabriel et al. (2012) reported

that only 14% of fishers in California tested positive for the

compound. Serieys et al. (2015) observed diphacinone detections to

increase over time, peaking in 2012 (the last year they tested). Our

results could represent a continuation of that trend or could point to

regional variation in diphacinone use. In trying to determine point

sources of exposure for fishers, it is important to recognize that EPA

regulations cover where SGARs should be sold and used, but not who

can purchase them, meaning that even SGARs remain accessible to
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the public at local hardware stores and online venues. Moreover,

Brodifacoum and bromadiolone exhibit high liver retention rates,

which may affect the frequency and magnitude at which they are

detected compared to FGARs having shorter elimination half-lives

(Eason et al., 2002; Erickson and Urban, 2004; Vandenbroucke et al.,

2008). As a result, detection of SGARs does not point specifically to a

commercial pest control or agricultural application (Bartos et al.,

2011), and their frequency of detection within fisher may not reflect

the relative magnitude of their use on the landscape. Moreover, while

it seems logical that licensed professionals would be more likely to

adhere to regulations given that state licensing requires education

about safe and effective pesticide use, there are limited data available

to test this assumption. There is, however, evidence of widespread

non-compliance with regulations in public use of ARs (Bartos et al.,

2011; Tosh et al., 2011). Moreover, up to 80% of surveyed households

in California and farmers in Ireland performed pest control on their

ownwithout hiring a contractor (Bartos et al., 2011; Tosh et al., 2011).

Given the patterns we observed, it seems likely that off label, non-

professional use of ARs is driving the high non-target wildlife

exposure rates observed in the Northeast.

Private and off-label application of ARs around primary

residences, seasonal residences, and associated outbuildings would

be consistent with our observation of wildland-urban intermix as
TABLE 3 Summary of the averaged global model comparing the number of compounds detected per fisher to four categories of landscape variables,

including the final variable type and scale used in the models, average parameter estimates (�b), and 95% confidence intervals (CI).

Variable Category Variable type and scale used in models �b
95% CI

Lower bounds Upper Bounds

Intercept 0.52 0.15 0.89

Agriculture All, 30 km2 -0.02 -0.09 0.05

Human development Intermix, 100 m, 15 km2 0.10 0.03 0.16

Highly protected areas 60 km2 0.01 -0.05 0.08

Moderately protected areas 60 km2 0.01 -0.06 0.07
The model was fit to 10 imputations of potential test locations within the town of initial harvest, with covariates assigned to each imputed location to account for uncertainty in exact harvest
location. Each model included a random effect for state, the standard deviation of which ranged from 0.16–0.18 across the 10 imputations.
FIGURE 5

Spatially-explicit predictions of anticoagulant rodenticide (AR) exposure (A) and number of AR compounds (B) in fishers based on models fitted to
597 livers collected in the northeastern United States from 2018–2022.
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the primary driver of AR exposure in fisher. Notably, a study in

California indicated that residents of neighborhoods having

relatively lower housing density were more likely to suffer rodent

problems and employ AR products compared to more densely

settled neighborhoods (Morzillo and Mertig, 2011). Proximity of

wildland-urban-intermix, or the more starkly contrasted wildland-

urban interface, has similarly been related to AR exposure in Barred

owls (Strix varia) in California (Hofstadter et al., 2021). However,

no such pattern was identified in fisher populations in California,

where the species is largely constrained to public forests and parks

having little to no associated urban development (Proulx et al.,

2004; Lofroth et al., 2010; Suffice et al., 2020). The high-level of AR

exposure in California fishers has instead been attributed to illegal

marijuana cultivation rather than residential or commercial

applications (Gabriel et al., 2012). We lack data on illegal

marijuana grow operations within northeastern forests, although

they do exist. However, potential sources of commercial application

within forests also would be consistent with wildland-urban-

intermix, such as logging encampments, maple sugaring

operations (Houston et al., 1990), and even maintenance

buildings associated with protected areas. Such deployments

might help explain why the nearly 15 million acres of protected

areas in the region (Radeloff et al., 2010; Martinuzzi et al., 2013)

provided no respite for fisher in terms of AR exposure. That fisher

home ranges cover areas larger than many protected patches in the

Northeast, it is also likely that foraging fishers regularly move

beyond the boundaries of protected areas and into adjacent

residential or agricultural areas (Arthur et al., 1989; Purcell

et al., 2012).

Livestock farming has specifically been implicated in AR

exposure in other taxa (Geduhn et al., 2015; López-Perea et al.,

2019; Badry et al., 2022), however the majority of studies reporting

such effects stemmed from Europe. Studies of overall AR exposure

in owls found no relationship to agriculture in Australia or in

Oregon and Washington, USA (Wiens et al., 2019; Cooke et al.,

2022). However, our study indicated that pooling together different

AR compounds, and even landscapes having different agrarian

contexts, may muddy inferences with respect to agricultural

drivers of AR exposure. When looking at individual AR

compounds, we observed a slight positive association between

percentage pasture and detection of diphacinone and negative

relationships between percentage cropland and exposure to

brodifacoum and bromadiolone—yielding a marginal and non-

significant effect when pooling multiple compounds together.

Moreover, pooling data across regions that vary in agricultural

intensity and practice may further muddy inferences. New

Hampshire’s agricultural sector production in 2021 was valued at

almost one quarter of that of Vermont, even though the states are

almost exactly the same size, while NY’s production that year was

valued at 7.3 times that of the much larger state of Maine (US

Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, 2023).

Another complicating factor is apparent in NY State, where the

majority of concentrated agricultural land use coincides with areas

where fisher populations are considered too sparse to support a

sustainable harvest. As a result, working with samples from the

regulated trapping season, we likely lacked sufficient geographic
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coverage of exposure to agricultural land use so as to effectively

parameterize their impacts on fisher. Fisher may thus not be the

most appropriate species to study agricultural drivers of AR

exposure, and future studies might consider species more

associated with open landscapes such as bobcats and red fox

(Vulpes vulpes; Horne et al., 2009; McNitt et al., 2020). One final

complication is that detection of dicoumarol, which can be found

naturally in moldy yellow sweet clover (Hroboňová et al., 2018),

may stem either from agricultural practices related to hay storage or

to application of AR products from historical stockpiles. We note

that although dicoumarol was detected in all five states in this

study, it occurred in fishers at a low rate overall (8.7% of tested

individuals), and was the sole compound detected in 14 individuals.

Finer-grained information on AR deployment and wildlife foraging

within agricultural landscapes will be needed to better gauge the

relative importance of agricultural land use in the prevalence of AR

exposure in fisher and other non-target species.

One benefit of working with data from the regulated wildlife

harvest was access to a substantial sample size over a large

geographic region that was collected within a short period of

time. Though liver testing is one of the most used and reliable

methods for measuring AR exposure, it necessitates the use of

deceased animals, making the collection of large datasets

challenging (Vandenbroucke et al., 2008; Valverde et al., 2021).

Opportunistically collected carcasses (e.g., from sick animals or

road kills) are commonly used to test for toxin exposure in wildlife,

though these samples may bias population-level exposure rates high

should exposure to the toxin render the individual more vulnerable

to other mortality risks. Survival of AR-exposed animals may be

decreased due either to direct AR toxicity or to sublethal effects that

may decrease their hunting efficiency or increase their susceptibility

to other causes of death such as vehicle strikes (Gabriel et al., 2012;

Cox and Smith, 1992). Although we failed to detect a statistically-

significant difference between AR exposure rates in harvested versus

opportunistically-collected fisher in PA, small sample sizes may

have hindered our ability to detect differences. Biases have been

identified in other wildlife health surveillance programs based on

sample collection methods (Diefenbach et al., 2004; Schuler et al.,

2018). We consider the predominantly harvest-based sample of

fisher used in this study to provide robust inference regarding levels

of AR exposure in the standing live population. The primary

drawback of using harvest data was the lack of precise location

data, and by extension, uncertainty in the local drivers of AR

exposure. Our multiple imputation approach bracketed some of

that uncertainty, but uncertainty still arises regarding the space use

patterns of the sampled individual and where their actual points of

exposure occurred. To some degree, our large sample size should

help compensate for some of that uncertainty. And importantly,

one could readily secure another large sample in the future through

harvest data to observe the degree to which changes in AR

regulations improve non-target wildlife exposure rates—

something that could not be achieved on the same scale when

relying solely on mortality samples, radio-telemetry studies, or

other means of monitoring AR exposure.

With this work we have provided a baseline assessment of AR

exposure in a model forest carnivore, against which future samples
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may be compared to observe progress in reducing AR exposure or to

study impacts to species health indices. Broadening surveillance to

consider AR exposure across other mesocarnivores could help narrow

down key point sources as well as improve the outcomes of any public

campaign to improve compliance with AR regulations. Better

information regarding public access to AR products, and use of AR

products by the public and licensed professionals in the Northeast is

needed to design the most effective measures to both conserve forest

carnivores and protect human health and livelihoods in the region.

Regardless of what actions may be taken to curb non-target wildlife

exposure to ARs, we have demonstrated the value of using samples

from the regulated harvest of animals as a low cost, rapid, effective, and

statistically-defensible means of tracking the unintended effects of

human activities on free-ranging carnivore populations.
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